
 

 

CHAPTER Ix 

INTRODUCTIONx 

 

This chapter discusses about background of study, research problem, 

research objective, scope and limitation, research significance, definition of key 

terms. 

 

1.1 Research Background 

Speaking is one of productive skills that should be learned by students. 

Brown (2001: 242) states that speaking as an interactive process of constructing 

meaning that involves producing, receiving, and processing speech of sound as 

main instruments. In addition, Cameron (2001: 40) states that speaking is used to 

express meaning so that other people can make sense of them. Based on the 

researcher’s experience when he did the pre observation in teaching speaking at 

eight grade students’ in  MTs Surya Buana Malang, that some students often find 

some problems in learning speaking. For example, the use of mother tongue and 

less motivation to practice English in daily conversation. Based on the observation 

that had been done by the researcher,found some problems of students in learning 

speaking namely students’ interest, poor vocabulary, the material and technique in 

the teaching English. 

To improve students speaking skills, teacher should find the appropriate 

technique in teaching speaking. Many techniques can be applied in teaching 

English. One of the techniques to increase students speaking skills is Role 

Play.The advantages of using Role Play in teaching speaking is that Role Play can 
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urge the students to make their execution and in addition conceivable because of 

the opportunity provides for them to exchange or discussion without anyone else. 

Along these lines, most students are inspired to share and express their thoughts 

amid action in teaching learning process more enjoyable.A role play is a highly 

flexible learning activity which has a wide scope for variation and imagination. 

Accroding to Kowalska in Kusnierek (2015: 84) role playing develops learners 

imagination. For the roles given to learners may require creative thinking. 

Harmer (2007: 126) says that role play can invigorate the students in 

genuine world and it gives the students a chance to practice communicating in 

various social setting and social roles. In addition, it allows students to be creative 

and to put themselves in another person’s place for a while. Role play create a 

situation in which students deliberately act out or assume characters or identities 

they would not normally assume in order to accomplish learning goal (Barkley, 

2004: 150).It supported by Sulistyahadi (2011) in his research “The Effect of 

Using Role Play in Improving Students Speaking Ability at SMPN 03 Karang 

Ploso Satu Atap” argues that the student speaking ability improved through role 

play. It can be seen from the mean score result of the test was higher than the 

mean of score pre-test, the result showed from 53.6 to 63.2. In other word, the 

implementation of role play considers succesfull. 

 Another previous research by Susanti (2007) found several facts about 

role play. Firstly, the use of role play makes the teaching and learning process 

more enjoyable and interesting. Secondly, role play helps the shy students by 

giving a cover, where students with difficulty in discussion are freed. In addition, 

it is fun, and most students will concur that pleasure leads to better learning. 
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Thirdly, in role play the situation of the classroom is broadneed to include the 

outside class. 

 There are many reasons and advantages of using role play in teaching 

speaking.The students can enjoy the teaching learning process and the advantages 

from role play is experience in terms of improved communication skills, 

creatively, extand the social awareness, independent thinking, and development of 

values and appreciation of the art.  On the other hand, this technique is effective to 

increase students speaking skills 

 Based on the background above, the researcher is interested in 

identifyingthe role play used by teacher in teaching speaking at eight grade 

students’ in  MTs Surya Buana Malang. The researcher needs to know if it there 

any improvisation to make role play technique more effective. 

 

1.2 Research Problem 

1. How does the teacher implement the role play in Speaking class at at eight 

grade students in  MTs Surya Buana Malang? 

2. How are the students response toward the use of role play in Speaking 

class? 

 

1.3 Research Objective 

1. To know how the teacher implements Role Playin teaching Speaking at at 

MTs Surya Buana Malang  

2. To describe the students’ response of using role play in Speaking class. 
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1.4 Scope and Limitation 

 In teaching learnig process, the teacher need techniques such as, 

describing pictures, speech, conversation, to managed the class. This research 

limits the technique of the teaching speaking at eight grade students’ at MTs 

Surya Buana Malang.  

 

1.5 Research Significance 

 This research has several significances for teacher, students, and future 

research. The significance is as follow: 

1. For the teacher : This research can be a consideration for the teacher 

in order to increase the learning process in the class. This method can be 

used for the teacher who wants to teach English in Speaking class.  

2. For the students : The students can learn of how to speak in public 

by learn from this method. It can be an option for a learning type that suit 

them. 

3. For the researcher : for the further researchers, hopefully, this study 

can be applied as a reference for the future researcher.  

 

1.6 Definition of Key Terms 

 In this research such as definition of Speaking Skills and Role Play. To 

avoid misunderstanding, xthose xterms as xdefined as xfollows: 

1. Speakingxis xmaking xwords in xan xordinary xvoice, xuttering xwords, 

xknowing and beingx ablex to xuse xlanguage; xexpressing xoneself xin 

xwords; xmaking xspeech (Mora, 2010: 4). 
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2. Techniquexx is xany of xwide xvariety of xexercise, xactivities, xor 

xtask xused xin xthe xlanguage xclassroom xto xrealize xlesson 

xobjectives. The xmanifestation xin xthe xclassroom xshould xbe 

xconsistent xwith xa xmethod xand xtherefore in xharmony with an 

xapproach as xwell (Brown, 2001). 

3. Rolex playx is xa xmethod xin xwhich xkey xideas xand xskills are 

xillustrated or practicedx by xlearners xassuming xroles xand xcontexts 

xin xwhich xthe xideas xand skills xwould xtypically be xapplied ( 

Reigeluth and Keller, 2009, p.37). 

4. Responsex is xa xschool xof xliterary xcriticism xthat xignores xboth 

xthe xauthor and text’s xcontents, xconfining xanalysis xto xthe 

xreader’s xexperience xwhen xreading a particularx workx ( Louis 

Rosenblatt, 2006). 


